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In early 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic created many remote workers almost
overnight. In the months that have followed, companies have had to figure
out which of these remote work situations should be temporary and which,
if any, should be permanent. Short-term or long-term, remote work has
significant employment tax and payroll reporting implications.
Nearly 300 organizations shared their reaction to the pandemic and COVID19’s impact on their employment tax practices with us. The results revealed
notable insights:
• Remote work worked: A majority of the organizations believe that their
workforce has been able to successfully work remotely and that their
leadership teams can effectively manage remote workers. It remains to be
seen whether that effectiveness will continue indefinitely.
• Wait and see: There are significant differences between strategies that
companies adopted in 2020 and their long-term plans.
• Strategy is all across the board: There are no clear patterns for when
employees may return to their offices, how organizations define remote
workers, or how US remote workers may be different than international
remote workers.
How does your organization stack up? See the full work-from-home survey
results below and consider if you’re taking reasonable steps to successfully
manage a remote workforce.
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Remote work
The pandemic’s impact has not been the same for all organizations. Some provide services that can be delivered virtually, while others
depend more on onsite activities or in-person interaction. Some had equipped employees to work remotely before the pandemic, while
others focused primarily on in-office collaboration. Organizations should take stock of the pandemic’s impact, and how they’ve dealt with it,
when thinking about their long-term remote work plan.

How much of your workplace was able to work remotely during COVID-19 on a temporary basis?
Percentage of remote workers

12%

1% 1%

100% or most of our workforce was able to work remotely

16%

75% of our workforce was able to work remotely
25% or some of our workforce was able to work remotely

44%

50% of our workforce was able to work remotely
I don't know or choose not to answer
None of our workforce was able to work remotely

25%

How would you rate the effectiveness of your company's ability to manage and support a remote workforce?
Excellent: Employees fully understand their duties and responsibilities, and
we are well suited to continue working remotely for the foreseeable future.

31%

Good: Small enhancements to employee management would be
nice, but not needed to effectively support a remote workforce.

38%

OK: Additional information would help improve
our current remote work program.

16%

Fair: We will need to build a more robust program to effectively
manage a remote workforce moving forward.

9%

Needs attention: My company does not have a program in place to
effectively manage a remote workforce in the long term.

6%
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When are you anticipating having employess start to return to your physical office locations (if your response varies by office
location, select the response that best represents your headquarters situation)?
Percentage of remote workers

4%

3%

14%
31%
Sometime in 2020 (or we are in the process of
returning to the office)
Sometime in the first half of 2021
We plan to reopen our offices, but we don't know when
Sometime in the second half of 2021

18%

Our offices never closed
We have no intention of returning to physical office locations

30%

When COVID-19–related health concerns are no longer influencing your physical office locations’ status, to what extent will you
generally continue to support or promote indefinite remote work?

7%

18%

28%

We will allow employees greater flexibility to work
remotely, but primarily expect to revert to prepandemic
work locations
We will allow employees to permanently work
remotely if they wish to do so
We will stop supporting temporary remote work and
require all employees to return to the office to resume
work in their prepandemic work locations

48%
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Tracking and payroll
Where an employee is physically located when working affects tax and regulatory employer obligations and policy strategies (e.g.,
compensation tiers). The expansion of remote work has increased flexibility for many individuals who can do their job anywhere with an
internet connection. But it has also brought an increased administrative burden on many employers. Employer payroll tax and labor rules
may require that employers track employee work locations, and related systems may need to be adjusted. Even working for a handful of days
in a different tax jurisdiction can trigger new company compliance obligations. In the area of taxation alone, remote work has a widespread
impact. Employment tax, corporate tax, credits and incentives, sales and use tax, and property taxes may all be affected.

During the COVID-19 crisis (when several offices may still be closed), has your company taken steps to address payroll
withholding and reporting for workers temporarily working remotely in different US states? (Select all that apply)
Yes, our company has had to make changes to withhold and report income in
payroll in both the temporary work states and the employee’s residency state.
Yes, our company has had to make changes to withhold and report income in
payroll only in the temporary work states during the period of temporary work.

12%
8%

No, our company has not had to make any payroll changes at this time.

47%

Our company has not yet determined our approach.

12%

I don’t know, or I choose not to answer.

22%

After the COVID-19 crisis has subsided (and most offices have reopened), what ongoing steps does your company plan to take
related to payroll withholding or reporting for employees who are temporarily or occasionally working remotely in different
states? (Select all that apply)
Yes, our company may need to make changes to withhold and report income
in payroll in both temporary work states and the employee’s residency state.
Our company may need to make changes to withhold and report income in
payroll only in temporary work states during the period of temporary work.

26%
8%

No, our company does not anticipate having to make any payroll changes.

27%

Our company has not yet determined our approach.

21%

I don’t know, or I choose not to answer.

20%
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Are you proactively tracking employees’ current work location?

19%

34%

No, our company is not actively tracking employees’
short-term remote work location during the COVID-19
office closures; however, we expect to actively track
employees’ long-term remote work location after the
crisis has passed and offices are largely reopened.
Yes, we are actively tracking employees’ short-term
remote work location during the time when COVID-19 has
closed offices, and we expect to continue to actively track
employees’ long-term remote work location after the
crisis has passed and offices are largely reopened.

26%

20%
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No, our company is not actively tracking employees’
short-term remote work location now, nor do we plan to
in the future.

Yes, we are actively tracking employees’ short-term
remote work location during the time when COVID-19 has
closed offices; however, we expect employees to return to
prepandemic work locations after the crisis has passed.
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Strategy
Remote work means different things to different organizations. Each needs to chart its own path for incorporating it into its future plans.
Organizations need to determine whether their remote work policy will be global or vary by location. If a company will have different strategies
for temporary versus permanent remote work, they need to define “temporary” and align around how COVID-19–related exceptions interact
and when those exceptions come to an end. They need to consider if and how compensation or benefits will change for a permanent remote
worker. Setting a strategy may be a complex challenge, but it is also a vital one.

Does your company have a consolidated global strategy to address remore workers, or do you have separate strategies
for your US-based and international employees?

11%
Our company has strategies; however, these strategies are
defined by criteria other than geography

27%

Our company has a single remote remote work strategy for
all employees globally on a go-forward basis

17%

On a go-forward basis, our company has different remote
work strategies to address US workers working in new state
or taxing jurisdictions and those working remotely outside
the United States
Our company has a single remote remote work strategy for
all employees globally on a temprorary basis

22%

On a temporary basis, our company has different remote
work strategies to address US workers working in new state
or taxing jurisdictions and those working remotely outside
the United States

24%

How has your company defined “temporary” for the purpose of temporary remote workers?
All employees who are not working in their pre–COVID-19
locations

50%

Any employee who has indicated (or been told) they will return to their
original work officers after COVID-19 concerns have subsided

31%

Employees who have worked in a location other than their original
pre–COVID-19 workplace for a set period of time, such as a predetermined
day-count threshold, which is consistent across all geographies

16%

Employees who have worked in a location other than their original
pre–COVID-19 workplace for a set period of time, such as a predetermined
day-count threshold, which varies by geographic location

9%

Other

6%
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If a predetermined day count threshold is used to determine if an employee is to be considered a remote worker, what is that
day count?
0–30 days (or less than one month)
30 days (or one month)
60 days (or two months)

3%
6%
7%

90 days (or three months)

3%

180 days (or six months)

4%
70%

More than 180 days (or more than six months)
N/A – We do not use a predetermined day count to determine if an employee is a remote worker

7%

Does your company adjust the compensation or benefits for remote workers in any way? (Check all that apply)
Yes, long-term or permanent remote workers receive compensation adjusted to
reflect the local labor costs in the jurisdiction where they currently work.
Yes, short-term or temporary remote workers receive compensation adjusted to reflect the
local labor costs in the jurisdiction where they are working on a temporary basis.
Yes, long-term or permanent remote workers receive different benefits where they currently work.
Yes, short-term or temporary remote workers receive different benefits reflective of the jurisdiction
where they are working on a temporary basis.
Yes, long-term or permanent remote workers will see future changes in compensation or
benefits affected by the local jurisdiction where they work.
Yes, short-term or temporary remote workers will see future changes in compensation or benefits
affected by the local jurisdiction where they work.

6%
2%
5%
2%
4%
2%
79%

No, remote workers are not being subjected to changes in their compensation or benefits.

Has your company offered any of the following benefits to support remote working or reimbursed the costs associated of any
of the following?

9%

General stipend, to be used by employee at their discretion

13%

Connectivity (cost of internet access, Wi-Fi hotspot, cell phone costs)
Office technology (laptop; monitor, printer, headset, keyboard, mouse, and other peripherals;
software upgrades)
Office space and furniture (portion of rent or mortgage, desks, chairs, lighting, filing cabinets,
ergonomic equipment)
Child care (regular remuneration for child care, contracting with child care services)

36%
8%
3%
10%

Well-being (exercise equipment, virtual workout classes, health applications, well-being subsidy)
Meal delivery services

1%
17%

None of the above. No additional benefits or support have been provided by our company.
I don’t know, or I choose not to answer.
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4%

Conclusion
The suddenness and severity of COVID-19’s impact on employers has led to the learn-as-we-go nature of remote work’s expansion. Our workfrom-home survey results bore out this phenomenon, as organizational responses to a range of questions display a range of approaches. No
matter where your organization may fall within these results and how it approaches remote work, Deloitte professionals can help with your
remote work strategy, policy, and operations.
About this survey
• Conducted in October and November 2020
• 315 respondents from around the globe and a wide variety of industries
• Company size of respondents ranged from less than 1,000 to greater than 50,000

What do these findings mean for your organization?
Let's talk.
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